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How Do We Use Evaluation? 
FNP’s motto “Support the best so that they can become even better” comes with an obligation. The 
fact that the FNP supports scientists and research and development activities also allows us to 
expect that the organization will learn, grow, and consciously use the acquired experience. 

We know that our actions – like any other actions – may be flawed. We aim high, operate in a 
dynamically changing environment, and the effects of our activities are not fully predictable. Like 
the scientists we support, we take risks. This is our role in the system of supporting science in 
Poland: many of the solutions we initiate and test are then undertaken and implemented on a larger 
scale by large state agencies. In order to fulfill this role, we must carefully analyze the course and 
effects of our activities. 

The FNP’s place in the system of supporting science in Poland comes from the trust of the 
research community, which in turn stems from our high standards of operating. As we know, these 
standards are not given once and for all. Expectations toward scientists, research institutions, and 
research funding institutions change. The understanding of good practices in the system of project 
assessment and research achievements changes, while requirements rise regarding transparency 
of recruitment processes and grant competitions, prevention of discrimination, but also the social 
responsibility of researchers, management of research results, and open access to these results. 
The legal and institutional environment of our activities also changes. We must learn new standards 
and practices of operation, adapting to new challenges together with the entire research 
community. 

As a non-governmental organization – relatively small compared to government agencies 
funding research and development – we have relatively large possibilities of flexibly adjusting our 
activities to the needs of the research community. However, this requires from us the regular 
examination of these needs and analysis of our programmes’ suitability for the challenges  faced by 
scientists. 

Moreover, an important justification for evaluation studies stems from the limited resources at 
the FNP’s disposal and the need to limit our activity to these areas that need our support the most, 
where it is most effective, and where other intervention mechanisms are lacking. Such strategic 
planning also requires a thorough evaluation. 

Finally, the main reason why we conduct the evaluation is respect for the research community 
and a sense of public responsibility. We strive to base our programmeming decisions on reliable and 
proven premises. We want not only to act transparently but also to share observations and 
knowledge gained from our experience. 



How Do We Understand Evaluation? 
The FNP understands evaluation as a systematic reflection on ongoing activities. The key here is the 
distinction between evaluation understood as an analysis of past experiences and reporting, 
controlling, or auditing mechanisms. The FNP reports and controls financed projects. The 
Foundation is also subject to external audits, controls, and evaluations, which largely concern the 
proper spending of funds but also the assessment of the value of implemented programmes, 
including the implementation degree of declared results. 

The essence of internal evaluation is the learning process, a critical look at one’s own actions, 
and the search for conclusions that can be used to improve the efficiency of future actions. To this 
end, we scrutinize our activity, obtain information on the course of our actions and their effects, 
then verify the accuracy of our assumptions, and analyze the usefulness and significance of these 
actions. 

Importantly, we strive to learn from our experiences, not simply summarize and evaluate them. 
Internal evaluations involve employees of the FNP not only at the stage of gathering information 
but also their analysis and formulation of conclusions. The key element of the evaluation process is 
open discussion, which enables the flow of thoughts, questions, and conclusions, the sharing of 
doubts, the exchange of different interpretations of observations that we make, and common 
inference. 

We want to learn not only from our own activities but also from the observations and 
experience of the winners of our programmes and the broadly defined research community. Hence, 
we conduct analyses that exceed the implementation of our own programmes and concern, among 
other things, the needs of the research community and the opinions of researchers about research 
work conditions and the research funding system in Poland. 

 

What Do We Evaluate? 
We are interested in both the course of our actions and their effects. In the former case, we focus on 
how FNP programmes are implemented. We look at our offer’s assumptions and bylaws and 
observe what interest it receives from the addressees, especially reflecting on the processes that 
affect the assessment and selection of projects eligible for funding. We monitor the compliance of 
real processes with the FNP’s mottoes and standards, e.g. contained in The European Charter for 
Researchers and The Code of Conduct for the Recruitment of Researchers, The Code of Ethics of the 
Foundation for Polish Science or the San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA). 
Above all, we strictly follow the principles of non-discrimination, objectivity, and merits-
related assessment. 

We analyze trends in the distribution of grants by preparing statistical summaries of applicants, 
winners, and reviewers. However, what is key to us are the opinions of contest participants, winners, 
and people involved in running the programmes. A very important element of this type of evaluation 
is the examination of applicants’ experience and their appraisal of FNP competitions: Applicants’ 
evaluation of FNP competitions; The Examination of Difficulties in Handling FNP Grants. We also 
collect observations and suggestions of the FNP employees who manage the competitions and from 
the panelists who assess applications, drawing conclusions for the future and documenting “early 
warning” signals about problems that may appear at subsequent stages of programme 



implementation; these reports are usually of an internal nature and are not published on the FNP 
website. 

The key subject of evaluation is the effect of conducted activities. We try to understand what 
change we can make in the areas of our activity. We primarily seek signs of change in three areas. 

The first area is the research progress and contribution of Polish researchers to 
international science. An important criterion in this regard is the broadly understood usefulness 
of conducted research. The FNP mainly funds basic research whose value is not measured by 
implementations. However, we would like the research we support to be a valuable contribution to 
the development of science, offer an inspiration for other researchers, and set out paths for new 
research. Part of our programmes aims to support the transfer of research results into business 
practice or training scientists in the creation of products or production processes of great 
importance for the Polish economy. We evaluate the effectiveness of these activities by examining 
the implementation effects and the development of skills and mechanisms for cooperation 
between scientists and entrepreneurs. In this regard, respectively, see the publication Support for 
transfer of scientific achievements into commercial practice by the Foundation for Polish Science in 
1991–2015: Analysis of the effects of pursuit of FNP’s second and third statutory objectives from the 
beginning of its operations and Research on the cooperation and relations between scientific and 
economic institutions in the TEAM TECH programmeme. 

We are aware of the difficulties in isolating the impact of our activities from other factors that 
shape our winners’ achievements. However, we seek an answer to whether we correctly choose 
projects for financing and whether our resources translate into significant scientific achievements. 
Examples of research in this area are the reports: Bibliometric report. Research performance analysis 
for the Polish FNP, funding schemes, Poland and benchmark countries and TEAM POIG and WELCOME 
projects evaluation. 

From the FNP’s viewpoint, another key area of change is the development of the research 
staff of Polish science. The FNP has been supporting the development of scientists for thirty years. 
Over time, we expanded our programmemes to support entire teams and even research units. 
However, the basic goal of these activities remains to increase the development opportunities for 
scientists. We examine the effects of these activities by conducting systematic monitoring of our 
winners’ and scholarship holders’ career development; see the report Monitoring the Career 
Development of FNP Programmes Laureates and Scholarship Holders. We also examine the impact of 
specific programmemes dedicated to the development of scientists on their later achievements; see 
reports on the evaluation of START, POMOST, HOMING, and FOCUS programmes;  Analysis of the 
effects of the SKILLS Project. These studies not only serve to analyze the FNP’s activities but also are 
an important source of knowledge about the conditions and barriers to the development of 
scientists in Poland. 

The third area in which we would like to make a significant change is research work standards 
in Poland. High standards of research work – especially open recruitment, cooperation, care for the 
development of young researchers, and responsible management of research results – are not only 
good practice for us but the key to the development of Polish science. Their dissemination is one of 
the fundamental objectives of the FNP and its programmes. Therefore, our evaluation covers not 
only the “hard” effects of funded projects but also the functioning of the created teams and 
their impact on research institutions. We achieve this by examining recruitment processes and 
the quality of doctoral students’ education in projects funded by us; see the reports: The 



Recruitment of research teams in projects funded by FNP under Smart Growth Operational 
Programmeme; Study of the quality of training of doctoral students as FNP stipend-holders: 
Quantitative study; The Examination of the Quality of Doctoral Students’ Education in Projects 
Supported by the FNP within Measure 4.4 of the PO IR: Qualitative Research. In this context, we study 
the opinions of scientists who visit from abroad to partake in projects funded by the FNP - see the 
report Young researchers from foreign countries, in projects funded by FNP, under Smart Growth 
Operational Programmeme Measures 4.4 and 4.3 

We supplement evaluation studies with the study of opinions of the scientific community on 
the role of the FNP in the Polish science support system, the Polish grant system, or research work 
conditions in Poland; e.g. see the reports: Study of the opportunities for funding research and the role 
of the Foundation for Polish Science in the Polish research funding system. Survey of a nationwide 
sample of professor title holders or Are international researchers interested in doing research in 
Poland? These reports help us to better understand the context of our activities and the 
expectations and needs of the scientific community. 

 

How Do We Evaluate and Analyze? 
Our analyzes use both qualitative and quantitative research methods. What matters to us above 
all are the opinions of the community with which we cooperate. Hence why we often ask scientists 
or other employees of research institutions to participate in a survey or interview collected for 
research. 

All participants are guaranteed anonymity, and their statements are only used in an aggregated 
form for evaluation or research purposes. So as to ensure the independence of evaluation, we 
conduct it by a team separate from the departments that implement FNP programmes. Employees 
and authorities of the FNP have access to the results and collected data only in an aggregated and 
anonymous form. Reports from evaluation studies posted on the FNP’s website are also prepared 
with due regard for confidentiality and the exclusion of information and citations that could be used 
to identify respondents. 

We sometimes invite as participants in our evaluation studies external experts, people 
independent from the FNP, who enjoy great authority in the scientific community, and who work 
outside of Poland. When we ask for their opinions, we mostly count on their knowledge, experience, 
objectivity, and international perspective on the assumptions and effects of FNP’s programmes. 
Examples of evaluations conducted with the expert panel method are the reports: Review of the FNP 
Programmeme Portfolio External Evaluation or TEAM POIG and WELCOME projects evaluation 
executive. 

We entrust part of the analyses and evaluation studies to external institutions. An example of 
such research is the report Bibliometric report. Research performance analysis for the Polish FNP, 
funding schemes, Poland and benchmark countries conducted by the Centre for Science and 
Technology Studies at the University of Leiden – specialized in this kind of analyzes – or Research 
on the cooperation and relations between scientific and economic institutions in the TEAM TECH 
programmeme prepared by a Polish consortium specialized in studies of public interventions in the 
field of R&D. 


